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Biological membrane traffic is im-
portant for cell growth, development
and survival [1]. Quantitative com-
prehension of membrane lipid dynam-
ics is therefore a key challenge in bio-
physics and cell biology. Phosphatidyl-
choline/phosphatidylinositol transfer pro-
teins (PITPs) play crucial roles in intra-
cellular vesicular transport and in regula-
tion of phospholipid synthesis. PITPs have
shown to transport phosphatidylcholine
and phosphatidylinositol between vesicles
in vitro. However, the relevance of the
lipid transfer activity to its cellular func-
tions remains unclear.

We have established the method deter-
mining the rates of interbilayer exchange
and flip-flop of phospholipids in large
unilamellar vesicles (LUVs) by time-
resolved small-angle neutron scattering
(TR-SANS) technique [2]. This method
has demonstrated that 1-palmitoyl-2-
oleoylphosphatidylcholine (POPC) repre-
sents very slow dynamics: The half time
of the intervesicular transfer of POPC is
ca. 90 h and that this lipid do not flip-flop
spontaneously [3]. In this study, lipid
transfer was monitored by TR-SANS in the
presence of PITP to determine the lipid
transfer activity of the protein.

LUVs (diameter of ca. 100 nm) con-
sisting of deuterated (D-LUV) or hydro-
genated POPC (H-LUV) were prepared by
extrusion method. Sec14, a PITP from Sac-
charomyces cerevisiae was provided from
Prof. V. Bankaitis (Univ. North Carolina at
Chapel Hill). TR-SANS measurement was
started immediately after mixing equiva-
lent volume of D- and H-LUVs (35 mM
POPC) in Tris buffered saline with 30%
D2O in the presence and absence of Sec14.
Time-course of the normalized contrast
was calculated from the scattering inten-

sity.
Contrast decay profiles for POPC LUVs

are shown in Fig. 1. The decay became
faster as the concentration of Sec14 in-
creased, suggesting that Sec14 transports
POPC between particles. The decay pro-
files could be fitted by double-exponential
function but not by single-exponential
function. This implies that the membrane
affinity of the protein is different between
lipid-bound and lipid-free states.
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Fig. 1. Contrast decays of POPC LUVs after mixing
D- and H-LUV at 37°C in the absence and presence
of Sec14 with different concentrations. Solid curves
are fitting curves of double-exponential function.
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